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Abstract. Decision tree (DT) is a very practical and popular approach in the machine learning domain for
solving classification problems in data mining . Decision tree learning algorithm has been successfully used
in expert systems in capturing knowledge. The main task performed in these systems is using inductive
methods to the given values of attributes of an unknown object to determine appropriate classification
according to decision tree rules. In the past, ID3 was the most used algorithm in this area . This algorithm is
introduced by Quinlan, using information theory to determine the most informative attribute. A disadvantage
of decision tree is its instability. Decision tree is recognized as highly unstable classifier. The structure of the
decision tree may be entirely different if some things change in the dataset. To overcome this problem, some
scholars have suggested Fuzzy Decision Tree (e.g. FuzzyID3) by utilizing the fuzzy set theory to describe the
connected degree of attribute values, which can precisely distinguish the deference of subordinate relations
between different examples and every attribute values. After some years PFID3 was also introduced which
was called as probabilistic fuzzy ID3. In this paper, a comparative study on ID3, FID3 and PFID3 is done.
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1. Introduction
We often meet decision-making problems in our daily life or working environment.
Sometimes it is very difficult for us to make good decision. In practice, we usually use our past
experiences to make a decision. We can see these past experiences as a form of performing experiments to
come to a correct decision. However, executing experiments costs time and money. Fortunately, the
developments of computer technologies and automatic learning techniques can make this easier and more
efficient. In the domain of machine learning where it always lets computers decide or come up with
suggestions for the right decision, there exist many approaches of decision making techniques, such as
decision trees, artificial neural networks and Bayesian learning. This paper focuses on the decision tree
approach with fuzzy logic to solve decision making problems.

2. What is decision tree?
A decision tree is a tree in which each branch node represents a choice between a number of alternatives,
and each leaf node represents a decision [18].
Decision trees are commonly used for gaining information for the purpose of decision making. Decision
tree starts with a root node on which it is for users to take actions.From this node, users split each node
recursively according to decision tree learning algorithm. The final result is a decision tree in which each
branch represents a possible scenario of decision and its outcome.

3. What is decision learning algorithm?
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Decision tree learning is a common method used in data mining. The goal is to create a model that
predicts the value of a target variable based on several input variables. Each interior node corresponds to one
of the input variables; there are edges to children for each of the possible values of that input variable. Each
leaf represents a value of the target variable given the values of the input variables represented by the path
from the root to the leaf.
For inductive learning, decision tree learning is attractive for 3 reasons [1]:
1. If the instances are described in terms of features that are correlated with the target concept Decision
tree is a good generalization for unobserved instance.
2. The methods are efficient in computation that is proportional to the number of observed training
instances.
3. The resulting decision tree provides a representation of the concept those appeals to human because it
renders the classification process self-evident.
In data mining, trees can be described also as the combination of mathematical and computational
techniques to aid the description, categorization and generalization of a given set of data.Data comes in
records of the form:(x,y)=(x1, x2, x3…xk, Y)…………………………………………….1.2.1
The dependent variable, Y, is the target variable that we are trying to understand, classify or generalize.
The vector x is composed of the input variables, x1, x2,x3 etc. that are used for that task.

4. Id3 (Iterative Dichotomiser 3)
ID3 is a simple decision tree learning algorithm developed by Ross Quinlan (1983). The basic idea of ID3
algorithm is to construct the decision tree by employing a top-down, greedy search through the given sets to
test each attribute at every tree node [18].
ID3 builds a decision tree from a fixed set of examples. The resulting tree is used to classify future
samples. The example has several attributes and belongs to a class (like yes or no). The leaf nodes of the
decision tree contain the class name whereas a non-leaf node is a decision node. The decision node is an
attribute test with each branch (to another decision tree) being a possible value of the attribute.
ID3 uses information gain to help it decide which attribute goes into a decision node. The advantage of
learning a decision tree is that a program, rather than a knowledge engineer, elicits knowledge from an expert.
The sample data used by ID3 has certain requirements, which are:
1. Attribute-value description - the same attributes must describe each example and have a fixed number
of values.
2. Predefined classes - an example's attributes must already be defined, that is, they are not learned by
ID3.
3. Discrete classes - classes must be sharply delineated. Continuous classes broken up into vague
categories such as a metal being "hard, quite hard, flexible, soft, quite soft" are suspect.
4. Sufficient examples - since inductive generalization is used (i.e. not provable) there must be enough
test cases to distinguish valid patterns from chance occurrences.
ID3 decide which attribute is the best? A statistical property, called information gain, is used for this
purpose.
Gain measures how well a given attribute separates training examples into targeted classes. The one with
proportion of positive examples (information being the most useful for classification) is selected.
In order to define gain, we first borrow an idea from information theory called entropy. Entropy measures
the amount of information in an attribute.
For example, if S is (0.5+, 0.5-) then Entropy(S) is 1, if S is (0.67+, 0.33-) then Entropy(S) is 0.92, if P is
(1+, 0 -) then Entropy(S) is 0. Note that the more uniform is the probability distribution, the greater is its
information.
Given a collection S of c outcomes [18]
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Entropy(S) = - P (positive) log2 P (positive) - P (negative) log2 P (negative) ………1.2.2
P (positive): proportion of positive examples in S
P (negative): proportion of negative examples in S
For example, if S is (0.5+, 0.5-) then Entropy(S) is 1, if S is (0.67+, 0.33-) then Entropy(S) is 0.92, if P is (1+,
0-) then Entropy(S) is 0. Note that the more uniform is the probability distribution, the greater is its
information.

5. Fid3 (Fuzzy Id3)
Fuzzy decision tree is an extension of classical decision tree and an effective method to extract knowledge
in uncertain classification problems. It applies the fuzzy set theory to represent the data set and combines tree
growing and pruning to determine the structure of the tree [21].
1. Create a Root node that has a set of fuzzy data with membership value 1
2. If a node t with a fuzzy set of data D satisfies the following conditions, then it is a leaf node and
assigned by the class name
The proportion of a class Ck is greater than or equal to

.
 The number of a data set is less than
 There are no attributes for more classifications
3. If a node D does no satisfy the above conditions, then it is not a leaf-node. And a new subnode is
generated as follows:
For Ai’s ( i =1…L) Calculate the information gain G (2.8), and select the test attribute Amax that
maximizes them.
Divide D into fuzzy subset D1... Dm according to Amax , where the membership value of
the
data in Dj is the product of the membership value in D and the value of Fmax , j of the value of A max in D .
Generate new nodes t1 , …, tm for fuzzy subsets D 1 , ... , D m and label the fuzzy sets F max, j to edges
that connect between the nodes tj and t
Replace D by D j (j=1, 2… m) and repeat from 2 recursively.

6. Algorithm Probabilistic Fuzzy Id3
1) Create a Root node that has a set of fuzzy data with membership value that fits the condition of
well-defined sample space .
2) Execute the Fuzzy ID3 algorithm from step 2 to end.

7. Comparing The Algorithms Among Id3, Fid3 and Pfid3
Because FID3 and PFID3 are based on ID3, these three methodologies have similar algorithms. However,
there also exist some differences.
a. Data representation: The data representation of ID3 is crisp while for FID3 and PFID3, they are fuzzy,
with continuous attributes. Moreover, the membership functions of PFID3must satisfy the condition of
well-defined sample space . The sum of all the membership values for all data value i x must be equal to 1.
b. Termination criteria: ID3: if all the samples in a node belong to one class or in other words, if the
entropy equals to null, the tree is terminated. Sometimes, people stop learning when the proportion of a class
at the node is greater than or equal to a predefined threshold. This is called pruning. The pruned ID3 tree tops
early because the redundant branches have been pruned. FID3 & PID3: there are three criteria’s.
1) If the proportion of the dataset of a class is greater than or equal to a threshold
2) If the number of a data set is less than another threshold
3) If there are no more attributes at the node to be classified If one of these three criteria’s is fulfilled, the
learning is terminated.
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8. Conclusion and Future Research
Here summarization of the average performances of FID3 and PFID3 and the best one from ID3. In
general, PFID3 performs the best, follows by ID3 and finally FID3. The best hit-rates are 94.7%, 94.9% and
95% under condition that
=0.1,
=0.2 and
=0.4 respectively.
First, we compare the results of FID3 and ID3, the performance of PFID3 is always better. =0.1, ID3 is
0.025 worse than PFID3, while for
=0.2, it is 0.027 and for
=0.4, it is 0.009. following shows the
percentage of how much ID3 is worse than PFID3. We conclude that applying the well-defined sample
space to the fuzzy partition have a positive effect on the performance. We only compare PFID3 and FID3.
PFID3 performs much better than FID3 under all conditions. The main difference between the learning PFID3
and FID3 is the well-defined sample space . The weight of the each data point of PFID3 is equal to one.
Therefore, the data reacts on the learning with the same weight; each data has the same contribution to
reasoning. On the contrary, the data point of FID3 can be overweight or underweight. Thus, the learning is
inaccurate due to the imbalanced weight of the data. In other words, the origin of the better accuracy of PFID3
is the weight consistency of the data.We consider this phenomenon as the effect of well-defined sample space .
But we need more evidences to support this viewpoint. In the further research, more experiments will be
executed and evaluated. The leaf decision threshold is very important to the performance of the learning. In
general, the performance increases along with the increasing of leaf decision threshold. This happens because
when the leaf decision threshold increases, the learning has pruned the redundant branches. However, if the
threshold increases too much, it causes underfitting . Finding the best leaf decision threshold will be done in
the future research. The partitions of the fuzzy data do significantly have effect on the performance of the
learning. In this thesis, we use the cluster centers to do the fuzzy partition. We find that the number of the
clusters determines the number of the membership functions, which then affects the fuzzy partition. How to
define the number of the clusters is not discussed in this thesis, it is left for the future research.
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